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The Prologue

It Is not possible, I submit, for the serious student to turn
the pages of history and to conclude each chapter without a wistful
reflection upon what might have been, and without a sense of sadness
knowing what is to become . These reflections have nothing to do,
one should hasten to add, with any foolish notions as to the infinitely
perfectable nature of man, or upon the discovery most of us make in
the second decade of life, that it is not after all true that "all is for
the best in the best of possible worlds." Voltaire also sai d, this time
speaking in his own voice, that "history is little else than a picture of
human crimes and misfortunes," a complaint echoed by Gibbon, who
called history" . . . Ii ttle more than the register of crimes, follies, and
misfortunes of mankind." But of course, Monsieur Voltaire; what
really did you expect Squire Gibbon?
These unhappy historical instances of the degeneration of
the ideal into the real, of principle decaying into expediency, of the
feet of clay which slow each hero, of the soiled binding and bloody
pages that tell the tale of many human adventures, are or ought to be
familiar stuff to us, as they were to our two disc ouraged
philosophers. They need occasion in us no more surprise or shock
than the periodic receipt of monthly bills on a time purchase. To
expect something is not necessarily to like it, but one may at least
prepare for it and, having prepared, learn to live with it on tolerable
terms. It does not, in all events, give occasion for the wistful
reflections I first spoke of.
Quite to the contrary, our small sense of sadness as we
turn our pages arises, initially, from the contemplation of examples
of beauty, of valor, of heroism, achievem~nt, selflessness, of
struggles against great odds, of peoples and natlOns grown great ~nd
powerful through hard work and devotion to duty, examples of WhICh
abound throughout history. Indeed, they are as ~umerous, at le~st, as
the high crimes and misdemeanors that so fixed the at~entlOn of
Voltaire an d Gibbon. One thinks, without effort, of the achIevements
of the Assyrian and Egyptian dynasties, rising initially upon and above
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the surrounding heat-soaked and flooded plains, oases of coo~erati~e
activity raising miracles of architecture that have the capaCity st~ll
to amaze, inventing mathemat ics , geometry and hydraulic
engineering to aid a busy agriculture which ~roduced, for the first
time in man's history, a surplus of goods beggmg to be traded. And
then, having invented commerce, they further invented an alphabet
and a written language to keep accounts, to make contracts and, in
time, to praise their gods, and to express wonder at their power and
wealth.
Nothing in previous history had prepared us for this
amazing Jesson in man's capacity for complex forms of social and
economic cooperation, making possib le the achievement of something
more thnn mere survival of the individual, the family or the clan.
Then, having witnessed in the pages of our history the birth of a
civilization, we watch it mature and then, sadly, decay and finalty
die.
We are reminded for the first time, by this early example,
that like the transient humans who labor to build it, civilizations
which survive their infant years seem genetically coded to succumb,
in due course, either to the trauma of invasion from without, or to
the cancer of decay from within. Like the proud antelope, shining in
the sun, confident in its fleetness, it nevertheless casts a shadow of
the day when it too, enfeebled by disease or age, will feed the
watchful carnivore.
Continuing our studious labors, we watch as the great
years of the people of the Fertile Crescent pass, and as the Pharoahs
of Egypt tire and weaken. Then, under our vision arises a new
miracle. There appears suddenly, on the northern horizon, a race
skille d in metallurgy, in the making of weapons and tools in bronze
and, later, iron, first conquering a mountainous land on the
northeastern boundary of the Mediterranean and then, bursting with
the power of youth, pressing outward in clashes of arms with
powerful and rich neighbors, and celebrating it in two epic poems
whose vigor, imagery and power spawned a thousand imitators and
began an art form stUI being explored today.
We watched amazed, as the seemingly inexhaustable
energy of the Greeks invent ethics, logic and metaphysics, perfect
science and mathematics, experiment in every political form then or
thereafter known, develop the plastic and performing arts and
indeed, solve every problem except the final one, how to surviv~. F
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they, too, after a glorious thousand years, end as a museum and a
stockpile for the rag and bone men of Rome.
Assur and Hamurabi yield to Cyrus and Darious, who yield
in turn to Solon, Pericles, Socrates and Alexander, who bend the
knee, in their dorage, to Caesar, Pompey, Anthony and Octavious.
For four hundred years Rome ruled the world, her legions bringing
law and order to the barbarian, who despised it, and to the rich and
effete East, which needed it. From Hadrian's Wall to the Rhine, from
the Pillars of Hercules to the Indus, the peace of Rome descended,
and it was said, doubtless with some exaggeration, that a woman
could travel frorn one end of the Empire to the other without fear of
outrage. The tough genetic pool of Rome and its tributaries cast up
an unparalleled succession of cold-eyed, hard-vizaged soldiers and
administrators to lead the Empire: Caesar, Augustus, Diocietian,
Trajan and the Antonines; and then gave them the disciplined
subordinates to run it and, incidentally, to survive the occasional
aberrant Caligula, Nero and Heliogabalus. If the Assyrians and
Egyptians showed us how to survive and prosper, and the Greeks how
to live, Rome taught us how to rule. For a while. Then it too fell,
first to the darkness of the Goth and Vandal, and, in the East, to the
sometim e s steady, sometimes failing, but always exotic light of
Byzantium, and finally to the growing power of the Churc h Universal.
So many heroes, so many triumphs, so many discoveries,
problems solved, systems designed, palaces and temples built and
lovingly embellished, books and poems written, music composed and
dramas played out -- and all, in time, to become cold ashes and gray
dust, the stuff for archeologists to sift and pick through.
Our
histories rehearse, in miniature, the cycle of a star, which begins in
the casual insignificance of a cloud of vapor or of cosmic debris, to
which is a ttracted, inexorably, other lesser matter passing within its
influence, grain by grain and atom by atom, until its increasing size
and density reach a critical mass, igniting its nuclear furnaces to
pour out enormous streams of energy in heat and light. Then, its fuel
finally approaching exhaustion, it explodes in a final gigantic
supernova of blinding light and inconceivable violence or, alternately,
it implodes into that ultimate of mysteries, a black hole, from which
nothing, neither heat, light, time nor matter, can escape.
Indeed, all matter, animate and inanimate, seems to us to
be chained to this iron law of necessity which permits birth out of
chaos, encourages growth and maturity and, finally, dictates decline
and death. Stars and stones, civilizations and species, man and all his
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works, dance to this celestial rhythm and, if sentient, take what
comfort they can from these philosophical or theological imperatives
that seem to flow from even so discouraging an instance of cosmic
law and order.
And yet, is it precise ly so? Are we really, in our person,
in our corporate state, in our achie ve m ents and in our aspirations,
doomed to live a life only to die a death? I think perhaps not, and
herein lies the a nswer to why our
dent of history may read with
sadness, with wistfulness, but ne/er wi th despair. For while men
mature a~d die, their .deaths a re ~er quite final, nor their graves
forever sllent. The SClence of phy cs teaches us that matter is never
destroyed, but only transformed.
history teaches us that man and
his works never die; that death is
ill sion, and its finality real only
to those who cannot see or will
un derstand. Did Socrates die?
He lives in every classroom, and in e very civilized debate. Did
Caesar die? He lives in ev ery
er and in every soldier. Did
Charlemagne die? The states
France, Germany, Belgium and
Holland are the witnesses to his -'''ing presence. Does every man
die? Or does his influence, for g;
0 itl , survive him to provide one
more link in the great chain of
and effect that stretches from
celestial creation to cosmic t ion?
Is not death a mere
sorcerer's trick, a wave of Me an d, a moment's sleeping while
spirit and soul, indefinable an
n, slowly gather to manifest
themselves, transfigured, into
~enerations, new movements, new
solutions, new problems?
The small tale I
en is of one such death, the
death of a hero, but, more im
J the death of a people, of a
way of life. It is a tale long in
"n g, beginning with a wild and
pagan Germanic people stru ~
existence in the cold, dank
forests of the eastern Baltic
d extending for a thousand,
perhaps two thousand, years in
ars of savage adolescence, of
conquest and rapine, of a peo
& ever westward, and slowly
maturing in their new island h
ed from the Celtic inheritors
of a Roman civUization. It is of a people Known in history,
tor better or worse, as the f\
, who survived their bloody
heritage as the murderers of R
-'lain to produce in three short
centuries the mi.racle of an At
? lace the myth of an Arthur.
It is the tale of a sturdy an d i
nt nation of free men whose
leaders, as warriors, rulers or
ld atoft among the very few
candles illuminating the dar kest ears of the Dark l'\ges. In a ti.me
when every prayer uttered by e very ?rie st, monk or parishioner in
Western Europe concluded with the doleful words) "I\nd from the fury
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o! the Northmen, O.L?rd, deliver us!", 1t was this race of people who
first halted the Vikmg advance, and then discovered a way to
accommoda te their hungers in the Danegeld, first taming and then
dlg~sting them and who found the strength to accommodate and
ultl~ately ~bsorb even the Viking berserkers. And, finally, it is for
our Immediate purposes, the tale of a people and their civilization
which ended, mute and inglorious, in the stinking fens of
Cambridgeshire.
Long in the making, but short in the telling, our attention
will focus on a brief period that followed shortly upon one of the
watershed events of history, a fall day in 1066 A.D., when the levies
of the English, wearied by their long march from Yorkshire and
reduced in numbers after their stirring victory over the Norwegian
invader at Stamford, finally succumbed to the cavalry and tactics of
the Norman invaders. His shield wall pierced and his house carls
bloodied, the pride of England and of Wessex, and of the great
Godwin family, King Harold Godwlnson lay dead, his brain pierced by
a Norman arrow through his eye.
The Tale
In the three or four years following his narr ow victory
over the English at Hastings, that grim, stark and iron-wille d soldier,
Duke William of Normandy, descendant of Vikings, but now more
French than Norse, had become the ultimate figure known to history
as King William I -- William the Conqueror. Now a king of England
in every sense of the word -- and perhaps more so than any of his
predecessors since the days of the Roman rulers -- the str uggle for
supremacy over the native Anglo Saxon, Danish and Celtic peoples
south of the Tweed and east of the Cambrian Mountains, whom we
will henceforth call the English, had nevertheless been protracted and
bloody.
Secure for once in his Normandy homeland, his dom estic
enemies crushed, William was able to bring over to England the
strongest and hungriest of his Norman knights and soldiers, together
with his churchmen and nobles. Masters of the horse and of cavalry
tactics, and enjoying a system of discipline unthinkable to his foreign
contemporaries, the greatly outnumbered Normans crushed in a
surprisingly short time all large-scale native opposition. By the third
year after Hastings, the Norman conquerors were relatively secure in
their conquest, facing only the sporadic local insurrection or the
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occasional treachery or disaffection of their own barons or those of
the English aristocracy who had survived by bending the knee, or
fleeing into exile, all of which wer e dealt with by William with the
energy and severity which were the principal features of his
character and reign. By 1070, an uneasy silence, the silence of the
sword, had settled over the land.
The English farmers, serfs and villagers, and their
surviving earls and thegns, watched sullenly as William consolidated
his victories by ordering the constr ction of a system of castles and
forts at strategic points throughout the land, placing them under his
most trusted barons. Norman sheriffs were placed in administrative
rule of the shires and Norman bishops and abbots replaced Saxon
clerics.
And England slowly began to experience that other
characteristic of Norman rule, a genius for administration which,
with their military skills, made them the most successful of
conquerors since the shining years of the Roman Empire. The relaxed
and informal Anglo-Saxon style of government, strong only under
strong kings like Alfred and Canute and weak under weak kings like
Aethelred and Edward the Confessor, was replaced by a stern,
inflexible and effective hierarchy, civil, military and ecclesiastical,
all beginning and ending at the throne of William. England had traded
its old freedom, sometimes verging on anarchy, for law and order,
more than occasionally verging on cruelty and oppression.
The native populace did the only thing it could under such
uncompromising conditions: it put its back to the plough, tended its
fields and shops and looked Wistfully north to Scotland, where many
of its leaders had fled, or over the North Sea to cousins in Denmark
and Norway, where armies existed to redress its many wrongs. If so
controlled and inflexible a character as WilHam suffered nightmares,
his dreams were peopled by Danish armies arriving in tongboats off
~he ~astern shore and of native forces rising in support of the
inVaSiOn.

And, indeed, in the year 1069, William's fears became a
reality. Off the coast of Northumberland appeared a large fleet of
s~ips bearing the forces of Denmark under the formi.dable Danish
kmg, Swegen. Debouchi.ng i.n the north, the Danes drove inward and
along the coa,st, engagi.ng in their favorite sport of pUlage and
p1':ln?er. Movmg to the counterattack with his customary energy
W~thall\ won a truce from the Dani.sh forces permit!,
th
'
~~~~~ on English soH ,and to plunder the coa'st, whichm;as ~:sti~
anyway. But 10 May of 1070, the fleet, now led by Ead
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Osbeorn and Bishop Christian, appeared in the waters of Ely in
Cambridgeshire. Today, with a system of dikes and canals having
drained off the waters of the North Sea, the area is one of England's
choice agricultural locations, but in the eleventh century it was an
area of brackish water, tidal flooding and fever. From the River
Ouse to the Weiland, water predominated, with outcroppings of
higher land forming islands where English fishermen, merchants and
churchmen placed their rude huts and tentative structures. It was a
forbidding land, forgiving only to those who knew it intimately, and a
perfect refuge for the disaffected and rebellious.
Indeed, the Isle of Ely, the principal such outcropping in
the great fenlands, had been a seat of rebellion or of last defense in
times past, a place where Danes gathered to defend themselves
against Saxons, and Celts to organize themselves against the Roman
legions. Difficult of access, poor or provender, it was destined once
more to play out its role as the center of rebellion. For, as the
Danish fleet approached, throughout East Anglia hope sprang alive in
the hopeless natives, and Englishmen rose in rebellion, a rebellion
whose heart and soul resided in Ely. And here we listen to words of
the great historian, Edward Augustus Freeman(l) for the fi rst word of
our hero:
A t this moment we hear for the first time of
one whose mythical fame outshines all the
names of this generation, and of whom the few
historical notices makes us wish that details
could be filled in from some other source than
legend.
Suddenly, without preparation or
introduction of any kind, we find ourselves
face to face with the renowned but shadowy
form of Hereward. With no name has fiction
been more busy.
While one may doubt the accuracy of the last claim, in light of the
spate of fiction and fable surrounding the mythic heroes Arthur and
Robin Hood, the literature surrounding Hereward, subsequently to
become known as Hereward the Wake (i.e., Wakeful), is substantial
indeed.(2) And he has at least the considerable advantage over his
two compe titors, of indisputable historicity. Contemporary accounts
of Hereward in the Chronicles and the Domesday Book make clear his
status as a land owner in Lincolnshire, Warwickshire and probably
Worchestershire. Near contemporary accounts in the Gesta Herwardi
Saxonis of Leofric printed in the second volume of the Anglo-Norman
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Chronicles, and in the history of Geo ffrey Gaimar, written about
1135 by an author who probably tal ked to some of Hereward's actual
companions, are Hlled with obvious hype rbole and invention but can
be gleaned for the kernels of truth in their imaginative ~ccounts.
Certainly, of his two greatest e xploi s, no question can be raised.
Whatever else may be said, the ev ents I am about to relate did in fact
happen.
As the Danish fleet a pproached the Isle of Ely in May of
1070, the disaffected of East An glia ~a~he red in support of what they
hoped was to become a general U;>r"lSlng of the English against the
hated Normans.
The rebel lion centered at Ely and was
unquestionably led by Hereward, ho had returned from a forced but
otherwise unexplained exile in Flanders in 1062. This eight-year
period of silence is fleshed out only by myth. Hereward is said, for
instance, to have encountered a gigantic bear in Northumberland, and
to have killed it in hand-to-c1aw encounter. If this tale has any basis
in fact at all, the incident probably re fers to an encounter between
Hereward and Earl Stiward and his son Waltheof of Northumberland,
who were quite probably bearlike in appearance and ce rtainly in
demeanor. Another legend has him conquering, in the style of David
and Goliath, a giant prince of Cornwall. Other stories, too tedious
and fanciful to relate, concern his e xploits in Flanders, where he
doubtless was, and in Ireland, Denmark, Germany and in
Constantinople, where he almos t cer tainly was not. A persistent
story has him return from exile with a Flemish wife, Turfrida.
Uncontradicted by fact, this may well have been true.
In all events, in June of 1070, one month after the
appearance of the Danish fleet off Ely , Hereward is found leading a
band of outlaws out of the fens of El y toward the great and rich
monastery at nearby Peterborough .
The English Abbot of
Pete rborough, one Abbot Brand, a friend and, some say, an uncle of
Hereward, had died the year before in November 1069. King William,
realizing the danger to Peterborough f rom the nearby Ely rebels,
e lected to fill the vacant position by transferring one of his tested
Norman clerics, Abbot Turold, to P eterborough. Turold, like many
abbots and bishops of that rough age, was more soldier than cleric,
and had earned a reputation in his dut ies at the Abbey of Malmesbury
a s a harsh and unyielding tyrant. On June 1, 1070, Turold and a
strong troop of French soldiers in support had reached the town of
Sta mford on his way to occupy his new monas t e ry when news reached
them of Hereward's strike at Peterborough.
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Hereward's forces hit hard, and quickly, further impe tus
to their atta ck lent by reports of treachery from the monks within
the abbey, some of whom were proven to have been in contact with
Turold. Early in the morning, Hereward arrived with his ships and
allies. Freeman reports the sack of Peterborough in the following
words:
• . . the monks at first strove to keep them
from entering the monastic precinct. Thus
provoked, they took to the weapon so familiar
to their Norman enemies; they set fire to the
monk's houses and to the whole town, and all
was burned save one house.(3)
Bursting into the minster, the outlaws stripped the rich abbey of its
gold, jewels and treasure and scattered the monks to find re fuge in
other sanctuaries. The treasure returned to Ely by ship, and when
Turold arrived on June 2 with his French troops he found smoking and
gutted ruins and a vanished enemy. Hereward had returned to his lair
at Ely.
A t this point, the Chronicles speak of a reconciliation
between King William and King Swegen of Denmark. Whether this is
true, or whether William bribed Swegen's brother Osbeorn, who led
the Dan ish forces, is unclear. What is clear is that the Dane s sailed
away from Ely in the summer of 1070 leaving the ir sadly
outnumbered English allies to bear the full wrath of an aroused
William. For the balance of the year, William made his preparations
and suffered with diminishing patience the daring raids and forays
into the countryside of the English rebels. Harrasslng the French
throughout East Anglia, the outlaws seldom paused long enough to
present a target, always returning to their dark and difficult
sanctuary before the Normans could react. The parallel with the
tactics of Gener'll Marion, the Swamp Fox, in the tidal waters and
piney woods of South Carolina, is irresistible. Like Marion, Hereward
led skilled and daring guerilla warriors in an age before the term was
known. Never strong enough to occupy territory other than their
own, they tied up a disproportionate strength of the enemy, obsessing
his mind and dictating his responses.
Williams' calculations showed him that the only
approache s to his enemy's stronghold in the Isle of Ely were three
Roman roads, which became causeways as they crossed the waters
surrounding Ely. One road led from Cambridge, where William had
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built a strong castle, another from the Norman fortress of
Huntingdon, but the principle poi nt of acce ss was at a place called
Aldreth, where the ancient River Ouse is cut by a causeway and
bridge. Here during the fall and winter of 1070, William pushed his
tentative probes and prepared his coming campaign.
A somewhat doubtfu l accessi on of strength ar ri ved to
Hereward during the fall and win e of 1070 in the form of Earl
Morkere (Morcar), the surviving son of the late great Earl Aelfgar of
Mercia. Twice a traitor, once to the Engli sh during William's earlier
northern campaign and again to Willia m after the latter had pardoned
and brought Morkere and his brother to the Norman court Morkere
and his followers were nevertheless greeted with jubilation' as much
for their link to the legitimate English ruling line, as for th~ir actual
numbers. Events showed Morke re no substitute for the strength of
the faithless King Swegen, now retu rned with his berserkers to
Denmark.
The Norman forces, their preparations made under the
leadership of the Earl of Surrey, whose brother is said to have been
slain by Hereward, by the Nor man champion, Iva Taillebois, by
William Malet and some say, of William himself, began their
campaign against the English rebels. Accounts of the campaign are
sketchy and confused by legend and by partisanship, but it seems
clear that William, from his principal encampment at Cambrid~e,
attacked the Isle on its eastern side by ships, and on the western Side
by means of a bridge. Other attacks were launched by water from
Reche and from the famous De'lil's Dyke, but principal intere st
center's around the ultimately successful effort driving in from
Aldreth, where inch by inch and foot by foot, William drove a great
bri.dge of stones, trees a nd hides over the fenwaters into the heart of
E.ly. Here the principal exploits of Hereward were celebrated, the
English resisting the construction with every ounce of cunning and
strength. Using fire, storms of a r rows and sorties into the enemy
camp, the English defeated every attem pt to complete the bridge.
A t one point, the frustrated Nor mans, under instructions from lvo
Taillebois, caused a great woode n tower to be constructed on the
Norman side of the bridge and installed a famous witch or pythoness
at its summit to cast a speU on Hereward. The incantation had
started and, it is said, was beginning to make itself fett when a sortie
by Hereward and a few followers hacked their bloody way to the
tower and burned it, phythoness and aU.
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The Norman campaign and the English defense of their
island retreat lasted for nearly a year after the departure of the
Danish fleet. Folk tales tell of daring visits in disguise made by
Hereward into the Norm an camp, and by William into the English
defenses during this period, each probing for weaknesses in the other.
Great feats at arms are celebrated in fable, and were quite possible
so in fact. Certainly it is clear that a desperate defense was offered
by gallant, outnumbered and probably starving Englishmen before the
ultimate and inevitable assault overwhelmed them.
Accounts differ as to the ending of Hereward's defense of
the Isle. English accounts speak of the disillusionment of Earl
Morkere and his followers, and of their final treachery betraying
access over the bridge into the island stronghold. Norman accounts
say William bribed Morkere to throw himself on the king's mercy. If
these latter accounts are true, it did Morkere little good, for he was
certainly imprisoned by William, and kept in fetters in a dungeon in
Normandy until his death. More rellable accounts lit the principal
cause of William's victory as the disaffection of the Abbot of Ely and
his monks, who were Hereward's hosts, when William annexed for
himself the rich monastic lands outside Ely. History records that the
Abbott indeed recovered his lands from William, but only after the
payment of several ruinous fines. Whatever the cause, the gallant
defense of Ely ended by the close of the year 1071.
Subsequent accounts of Hereward, who escaped with a
few of his faithful the final collapse of the defenses, are confused.
Legend has him carrying on his guerilla war against the Normans in
the great forest of Grunewald, north of Ely and not far from
Sherwood Forest, where a century or so later another mythic hero
arose. Like Robin, Hereward is said to have performed prodigies at
arms from his sylvan redoubt, disdaining to attack any Norman force
smaller than seven times his own. Cold history, however, which takes
little cognizance of the classic principles of tragedy, not to mention
the rules of folk tales, tells us that Hereward was, after a period of
continuing rebellion, reconciled to William, who had an apparent
admiration for the English hero's courage and soldierly skill. So much
for dying with your cause.
As to Hereward's death, accounts again differ.
One
report has him dying peaceably enough within the king's peace.
Another version, the French, has him fighting for William in the
disputed French county of Maine. This version has him murdered by a
band of Normans jealous of his influence with the king when his
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Chaplan Aethel wa rd fell asleep dur ing his watch. Hereward slew
fourteen Fre nc hm en, it is said, bef ore he himself received the final
blow from the Norman, Asselin by na me , who:
..• c ut off the head of t he English hero, and
swore by God and his mi ght that so valiant a
man he had never seen, and t hat, if there had
been three more in t he lan d like him, the
F renchmen would have been sl ain or driven out
of England.(4)
With the defe~t and de ~ th of Hereward, however it may
have happened, all effectIve orga ni zed opposition of the English to
the Norman conquerer ended. William 's victory was now complete.
The last Englishmen had traded life fo r legend.
Epilogue
As we finish the ta le of Hereward the Wake, last
champion of the English, the sense of sa dness tha t I spoke of in the
Prologue returns to trouble us. Are we to see the descendants of a
vigo,rous and free people capable of t hrowing up in a dark age such
soldier-statesman as Alfred the Great and Edmund Ironside, such
historians a s the Venerable Bede , and such saints as Cuthbert, lost to
us for all time? Is the Germanic thesis to the obliterated by the
Frenchifled antithe sis and thus are law, discipline and order to
replace Uberty, individuality and spontaneity? Happily it does not
work that way.
For what we find, as we re ad on, is that King William's
Norman and Pl a ntagenet descendant s r ule d not a Norman kingdom in
which the better elements of each se parate tradition tempered the
worst elements of the other. A greater whole arose, in time and out
of agony, to replace the lesser parts. As Norman law replaced Saxon
license as Norman stone replaced Saxon wood, so Saxon forms and
tradi ti~ns modif ied Norman for malit y.
The Saxon invention of
hundr eds and shires became, in No rman hands, an effec tive
instrument for responsible and, ultimate ly, : e sponsive governme~t.
The Engli.sh Witange moot, the great councll ,of e\~ers, found ~ts
Norman analogue in the far more for mal Cuna RC~lS, but le ft 1t 5
mark in humani zing the strictures of t he French devlce. By degrees
and over centuries, the two traditions, aide d by chance as well as by
historicat necessity, blended into a new inve ntion, the p a rl iame nt,
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that indispensable instrument of representative government.. The
word itself is French, but the gift is at least as much EnglIsh as
Norman.
And nowhere, perhaps, is this synthesis better illustrated
than in our incomparable language, a happy wedding of two v~gorous
and expressive tongues, yielding a grammar of unparalleled richness
and power. Thus, as the spirit strikes us, we may elect to "labor"
(OF) or "work" (OE), in which event we will certainly "perspire" (L) or
"sweat" (OE). Or, we may decide to "perambulate" (L) or "walk" (OE)
away, perhaps even to "perigrinate" (L) or "wander" (OE) far away in
order to "cerebrate" or "think."
If all this activity makes us
"dehydrated" or "thirsty," we may "imbibe," or "drink"; if we feel an
"appetite" (or) or "hunger" (OE), we may "gormandize" (OF) or "eat"
(OE), and if we are unwise and too hearty, we may find it necessary
to "vomit" (L) or "puke" (OE). In due course, we will certainly have
to make use of those indispensible, universal, but unedifying
activities which our Frenchified nature disgUises under a flood of
polysyllables like "micturate," "urinate" and even "defecate," but
which our rough and ready English soul rejects for an alternate series
of four-letter action verbs known to one and all. Our language, the
child of Old English and of Norman French and Latin, thus permits us,
at will, to be gross or gracious, exact or general, scientific or poetic.
The language of Hereward, on the one hand, and William, on the
other, became in the hands of such heirs as Geoffrey Chaucer the
supreme invention of mankind, capable at once of expressing with
power, poetry or precision the most subtle as well as the earthiest of
man's thoughts and acts. As an instrument for good or evil, it has
never been surpassed, nor is it likely to be in the future.
If it pleases our poetic sense to call Hereward the Last
Englishman, as so many tellers of tales have done, it should equally
please our historic sense to conclude, as we now do, that like
Socrates and Caesar, Hereward the Wake yet lives.
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